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Abstract—Modern Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) need to
be able to operate efficiently and reliably within continually
changing, uncertain, and unanticipated environments. Namely,
these systems should be capable of learning, automatically recon-
figuring themselves, and be able to cooperate and collaborate with
other CPSs. In a nutshell, exhibit human-like, smart capabilities
in an autonomic manner. However, engineering such systems is
all but trivial, primarily because we need to develop systems
at design-time that are capable of autonomously coping with
the uncertainty and change at runtime. Therefore, not only the
importance of self-adaptivity as a system’s feature increases, but
it becomes a fundamental approach for the systems to continue
meeting their functional specifications, fulfilling their business
objectives while preserving the performance—despite all the
runtime changes that the system may encounter. To tackle these
challenges, this paper proposes the initial research vision and
agenda with the envisioned contributions towards an approach
for self-adaptation of cooperative, smart CPSs through shared
knowledge and learning.

Index Terms—Self-Adaptive Cyber-Physical Systems, Context,
Change and Uncertainty, Awareness, Learning, Performance

I. MOTIVATION

In dynamic systems such as cyber-physical systems (CPSs),

the change is the only constant, and business continuity re-

quires this change to be handled at runtime. The changes may

stem internally from the system (self-changes), for example,

sensor uncertainties; or they may also be external, for instance,

caused by changing context or environment where the system

is operating (context-changes). In this work, the system’s self-*

attributes, particularly self-adaptation is explored, which aims

to support the engineering of systems at design-time that will

have the ability to autonomously and independently modify

themselves to successfully cope with the change at runtime

without external human intervention.

On a conceptual level, a self-adaptive system (SAS) consists

of (i) a managed element that gains the ability to exhibit

self-adaptation; and (ii) adaptation logic (AL), which is the

“brain” of the SAS and the unit that gives the ability to

the managed-element to self-adapt. Across the literature, the

AL has been referred with different terms such as managing

system [1], autonomic manager [2], etc. The AL is often

realized accordingly to the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan,

Execute) [2] closed feedback loop with shared Knowledge

among all the elements of the loop. For simplicity in this

paper, we will put the focus on the knowledge component

of MAPE-K only.

The SAS operates in and interacts with the context, which

is a relevant part of the environment for a specific system,

and influences the system’s behavior and state but cannot be

influenced by the developers of the system. This means that

the potential behavior of the context—consequently the input

that the system receives at runtime—can not be fully predicted

during the development of the system. Therefore the system

needs to have mechanisms to cope with the change in the

system itself and in the context during system operation. In

other words, the scope of this work is to explore to what

extent we can develop software that can handle conditions

that were not fully anticipated at the time when the software

was developed [1].

The majority of the previous works: architecture-based [3],

[4], model-based [5]–[8], reflection-based [9], service-oriented

[10], [11], requirements-based [12], [13], formal methods

based [14]–[16], and even learning-based [17] focused on

providing approaches where the AL is predetermined and

consists of “hard-coded” knowledge. This knowledge usually

presents an abstraction of relevant aspects of the CPS(s)—

or the managed element(s), the context and the system’s

adaptation goals. It is created at the design time and does not
improve during the operation time of the system. However,

having predetermined AL cannot provide adequate adaptation

when the CPSs and the context are dynamic and changing

unpredictably during runtime. Therefore, these changes should

accordingly reflect on the AL. The AL should mimic human-

like activities like learning and storing knowledge, which

would allow making smarter decisions based on the previously

encountered situations, and the currently perceived state of the

systems and the context.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Problem. The knowledge that is encoded in the AL of a

SAS at design-time, cannot fully anticipate the behavior of

the managed element (or the CPS) and the context, in which

the SASs will be operating during runtime.

Solution. An approach that will deal with both uncertainties
that come from sensors and changing contexts of multiple

CPSs by developing more complex AL.
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Contribution. Collaborative AL that realizes adaptation

strategies based on higher-order or global-system-level context

models, built through aggregating knowledge of what was

perceived from the distributed context monitoring from all the

involved SAS. Additionally, the AL continuously stores and

considers all the previously encountered contextual situations.

Therefore, the initially encoded knowledge in the AL at

design-time enhances and improves during runtime.

An application from the robotics domain will be used

to evaluate this approach and all the concepts developed

throughout this thesis. The initial evaluations will be done on a

simulated multi-robot system, and real hardware will be used

for the final evaluation. Our robotics system consists of two

robots, each considered as a separate SAS. We have divided

the system’s goals into two groups: mission goals and self-

adaptation goals. The mission goal is related to the functional

requirements of the system: both robots keep a room clean,

in which new dirt is continuously and perpetually appearing

at random locations. The self-adaptation goals are two-fold

and are associated with the non-functional requirements. First,

optimization of the overall system performance by minimizing

the time needed for the room to be cleaned and to be kept

clean, despite the changing context originating from having

two robots deployed in the same room and the random

appearance of dirt (new tasks for the robots). Our initial

evaluations show ∼ 10% decrease in the system performance,

only by having two robots deployed in the room instead of one.

The second self-adaptation goal is increased fault tolerance

by preventing robots from failure and deadlocks, despite the

systems’ sensors’ uncertainties. The goals in our system are

fixed; therefore, we don’t have a goal-driven self-adaptation.

III. CHALLENGES AND METHODOLOGY

To accomplish the objectives described in the previous

section, we need to overcome two major challenges.

Distributed context monitoring and knowledge aggrega-
tion. In our work, the overall proposed system is decentralized,

i.e., no central unit has a complete overview or does global

monitoring of the context. Consequently, the robots do not

know on which places in the room the new dirt appears.

Therefore, there are two possibilities: (1) No knowledge

aggregation—each robot is cleaning a dedicated space in the

room. In this case, both robots behave as independent systems.

Consequently, not knowing what is happening with the other

robot and its local context brings inefficiency to the overall

performance. With no aggregation of the knowledge, only a

local minimum is possible, and we need a global minima

of the time required for the room to be cleaned/kept clean.

(2) Collaboratively aggregating knowledge from both robots,

as two different sources, through distributed monitoring—

building more complex, collaborative AL which will allow

dealing with situations when specific places in the room get

dirtier than others. However, aggregating knowledge in the AL

adds an additional layer of complexity. The partial observation

of the context persists even after cumulating the knowledge,

due to the sensors range limitations of the robots. And the

other more significant problem are the cases where there are

conflicts in the perceptions or the monitoring, concretely when

both robots perceive different information in the same location,

due to sensors uncertainties.

Collaborative tasks assignment. After the locations of

the newly appearing dirt are identified, the second challenge

is how to assign these locations to the robots? The robots

should traverse the shortest path possible to the task destination

(the dirt location) and at the same time traverse paths with

a higher probability of new dirt appearing—so that dirt can

also be cleaned along the way. A potential solution can

be a manipulation of locations to be visited by each robot

considering the current state of the aggregated context model

and the stored previously encountered contextual situations.

The latter is a grid probability map of the dirt appearances at

particular locations/cells in the room, which is updated every

time a new dirt is detected. This solution will potentially lead

to a better and smarter path planning.

To address both of the open challenges, we want to propose

a data-driven approach and investigate different AI solutions

for intelligent decision making and learning, which will bring

us from the monitored data on the local level by each managed

element (or CPS) to global-level, aggregated AL. We plan to

conduct experiments using the simulated robotic system to

learn the context and optimize the performance for different

contextual situations.

Although there have been a few proposed approaches in the

literature of self-adaptive systems that have utilized different

ways of learning [18]–[20], none of these approaches relies

on higher-orders of general, aggregated context models, and

collaborative AL that involves cooperative strategies between

multiple SASs and considers stored knowledge based on the

past experiences. To show the applicability and the generaliz-

ability of approach we will evaluate in on a real system and

potentially on an application in another domain.

IV. RESEARCH PLAN AND FUTURE WORK

My doctoral research is halfway through its four-year pe-

riod. Hence the visions and some of the contributions for the

fulfillment of the research objectives are still to be considered

partial. The research plan is shown on the table below.

Goals Description Deadline Status

G1 Finding the thesis topic
G1.1 Systematic mapping study on sensors,

uncertainties, CPSs
12/2017 completed

G1.2 Uncertainties classification 07/2018 completed
G1.3 Systematic mapping study on self-

adaptive CPSs utilizing different (ma-
chine) learning techniques

07/2018 completed

G2 Theoretical part
G2.1 Identify approaches for engineering

SASs
07/2018 completed

G2.2 Propose conceptual model of SASs 09/2018 completed
G2.3 Design approach for smart self-

adaptive CPSs
10/2018 completed
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G3 Practical part
G3.1 Investigate and design a reference

problem
10/2018 completed

G3.2 Design and implement a ROS-based
robotics system testbed for evaluation
based on the previously identified ref-
erence problem using simulation

12/2018 completed

G3.3 Decide on what real hardware could
be used for evaluation, assemble the
TurtleBots 3 and deploy the previously
implemented software system

05/2019 ongoing

G3.4 Implement aggregating knowledge
from two sources

10/2019

G3.5 Implement queue manipulation ap-
proaches

10/2019

G3.6 Evaluate using simulation 10/2019
G3.7 Evaluate on the real hardware 02/2020

G4 Thesis writing 02/2021
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